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American Technological Sublime Nov 09 2020 American
Technological Sublime continues the exploration of the social
construction of technology that David Nye began in his awardwinning book Electrifying America. Here Nye examines the
continuing appeal of the "technological sublime" (a term coined
by Perry Miller) as a key to the nation's history, using as
examples the natural sites, architectural forms, and technological
achievements that ordinary people have valued intensely.
Technology has long played a central role in the formation of
Americans' sense of selfhood. From the first canal systems
through the moon landing, Americans have, for better or worse,
derived unity from the common feeling of awe inspired by largescale applications of technological prowess. American
Technological Sublime continues the exploration of the social
construction of technology that David Nye began in his awardwinning book Electrifying America. Here Nye examines the
continuing appeal of the "technological sublime" (a term coined
by Perry Miller) as a key to the nation's history, using as
examples the natural sites, architectural forms, and technological
achievements that ordinary people have valued intensely.
American Technological Sublime is a study of the politics of
perception in industrial society. Arranged chronologically, it
suggests that the sublime itself has a history - that sublime
experiences are emotional configurations that emerge from new
social and technological conditions, and that each new

configuration to some extent undermines and displaces the older
versions. After giving a short history of the sublime as an
aesthetic category, Nye describes the reemergence and
democratization of the concept in the early nineteenth century as
an expression of the American sense of specialness. What has
filled the American public with wonder, awe, even terror? David
Nye selects the Grand Canyon, Niagara Falls, the eruption of
Mt. St. Helens, the Erie Canal, the first transcontinental railroad,
Eads Bridge, Brooklyn Bridge, the major international
expositions, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration of 1909, the Empire
State Building, and Boulder Dam. He then looks at the atom
bomb tests and the Apollo mission as examples of the increasing
ambivalence of the technological sublime in the postwar world.
The festivities surrounding the rededication of the Statue of
Liberty in 1986 become a touchstone reflecting the
transformation of the American experience of the sublime over
two centuries. Nye concludes with a vision of the modern-day
"consumer sublime" as manifested in the fantasy world of Las
Vegas.
The Age of Surveillance Capitalism Apr 14 2021 The challenges
to humanity posed by the digital future, the first detailed
examination of the unprecedented form of power called
"surveillance capitalism," and the quest by powerful
corporations to predict and control our behavior. In this
masterwork of original thinking and research, Shoshana Zuboff
provides startling insights into the phenomenon that she has
named surveillance capitalism. The stakes could not be higher: a
global architecture of behavior modification threatens human
nature in the twenty-first century just as industrial capitalism
disfigured the natural world in the twentieth. Zuboff vividly
brings to life the consequences as surveillance capitalism
advances from Silicon Valley into every economic sector. Vast

wealth and power are accumulated in ominous new "behavioral
futures markets," where predictions about our behavior are
bought and sold, and the production of goods and services is
subordinated to a new "means of behavioral modification." The
threat has shifted from a totalitarian Big Brother state to a
ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating in the
interests of surveillance capital. Here is the crucible of an
unprecedented form of power marked by extreme concentrations
of knowledge and free from democratic oversight. Zuboff's
comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to
twenty-first century society: a controlled "hive" of total
connection that seduces with promises of total certainty for
maximum profit -- at the expense of democracy, freedom, and
our human future. With little resistance from law or society,
surveillance capitalism is on the verge of dominating the social
order and shaping the digital future -- if we let it.
The Air Force Institute of Technology Dec 11 2020
Review and Evaluation of the Air Force Hypersonic Technology
Program Dec 31 2019 This study was undertaken in response to
a request by the U.S. Air Force that the National Research
Council (NRC) examine whether the technologies that underlie
the concept of a hypersonic, air-launched, air-breathing,
hydrocarbon-fueled missile with speeds up to Mach 81 can be
demonstrated in time to be initially operational by 2015. To
conduct the study, the NRC appointed the Committee on Review
and Evaluation of the Air Force Hypersonic Technology
Program, under the auspices of the Air Force Science and
Technology Board.
Field Hearing on Air Force Science and Technology Programs
Sep 19 2021
The Technology Trap Nov 21 2021 From the Industrial
Revolution to the age of artificial intelligence, Carl Benedikt

Frey offers a sweeping account of the history of technological
progress and how it has radically shifted the distribution of
economic and political power among society's members. As the
author shows, the Industrial Revolution created unprecedented
wealth and prosperity over the long run, but the immediate
consequences of mechanization were devastating for large
swaths of the population.These trends broadly mirror those in
our current age of automation. But, just as the Industrial
Revolution eventually brought about extraordinary benefits for
society, artificial intelligence systems have the potential to do
the same. Benedikt Frey demonstrates that in the midst of
another technological revolution, the lessons of the past can help
us to more effectively face the present. --From publisher
description.
The U.S. Technology Skills Gap Sep 27 2019 Is a widening
“skills gap” in science and math education threatening
America’s future? That is the seminal question addressed in The
U.S. Technology Skills Gap, a comprehensive 104-year review
of math and science education in America. Some claim this
“skills gap” is “equivalent to a permanent national recession”
while others cite how the gap threatens America’s future
economic, workforce employability and national security. This
much is sure: America’s math and science skills gap is, or
should be, an issue of concern for every business and
information technology executive in the United States and The
U.S Technology Skills Gap is the how-to-get involved
guidebook for those executives laying out in a compelling
chronologic format: The history of the science and math skills
gap in America Explanation of why decades of astute warnings
were ignored Inspiring examples of private company efforts to
supplement public education A pragmatic 10-step action plan
designed to solve the problem And a tantalizing theory of an

obscure Japanese physicist that suggests America’s days as the
global scientific leader are numbered Engaging and
indispensable, The U.S. Technology Skills Gap is essential
reading for those eager to see America remain a relevant global
power in innovation and invention in the years ahead.
Forged Consensus Sep 07 2020 "This is a subtly argued work
well versed in the existing literature and deeply immersed in the
historical sources. The author's balance between theory and
narrative will be attractive both to political scientists and to
historians, and the book does a fine job of using history to
inform current policy."---Kenneth Lipertuo, University of
Houston --Book Jacket.
Technology Horizons in the U.S. Military Oct 01 2022 Air
Force war-fighting capabilities have a proud heritage of being
born from the very best science and technology our Nation can
create; indeed, the very history of the United States Air Force is
closely intertwined with the development of advances in science
and technology. Yet today, "flattening" of the world is making it
increasingly challenging for the U.S. to maintain technology
superiority over potential adversaries. A growing number of
nations soon will have the ability to transform science and
technology advances into militarily significant capabilities. Over
the next decades, we will increasingly face potential adversaries
having peer or near-peer capabilities. This book examines the
key areas of science and technology that the Air Force must
focus on over the next two decades to enable technologically
achievable capabilities that can provide it with the greatest U.S.
Joint force effectiveness by 2030.
Transformational Science and Technology for the Current
and Future Force Dec 23 2021
Technology Policy Task Force hearing summary Oct 09 2020
Innovation and Transfer of U.S. Air Force Manufacturing

Technology Jan 24 2022
Consumer Privacy and Government Technology Mandates
in the Digital Media Marketplace Aug 26 2019
The Science and Technology Labor Force Jul 30 2022 This book
provides an in-depth analysis of the demand for PhDs on the
labor markets of twelve countries. The authors analyze the role
of PhDs in the creation of innovation in a knowledge-based
economy and examine economic issues such as the return on
investment for the education and training of doctoral graduates.
To provide a more comprehensive picture of the employment
patterns, career paths and mobility of PhDs in selected countries,
the book analyzes various data sources such as labor force
surveys and censuses. The authors also develop survey
approaches and output tables to collect data on the transition
from school to work among PhDs. The book will be of interest
to policymakers, companies and researchers responsible for
research and innovation systems, as well as to doctoral students
looking for a professional career outside the academic world.
Technology and the Law on the Use of Force Aug 19 2021 As
governmental and non-governmental operations become
progressively supported by vast automated systems and
electronic data flows, attacks of government information
infrastructure, operations and processes pose a serious threat to
economic and military interests. In 2007 Estonia suffered a
month long cyber assault to its digital infrastructure, described
in cyberspace as ‘Web War I’. In 2010, a worm—Stuxnet—was
identified as supervisory control and data acquisition systems at
Iran’s uranium enrichment plant, presumably in an attempt to set
back Iran’s nuclear programme. The dependence upon
telecommunications and information infrastructures puts at risk
Critical National Infrastructure, and is now at the core of
national security interests. This book takes a detailed look at

these new theatres of war and considers their relation to
international law on the use of force. Except in cases of selfdefence or with the authorisation of a Security Council
Resolution, the use of force is prohibited under the UN charter
and customary international law. However, the law of jus ad
bellum was developed in a pre-digital era where current
technological capabilities could not be conceived. Jackson
Maogoto asks whether the law on the use of force is able to deal
with legal disputes likely to arise from modern warfare. Key
queries include how one defines an armed attack in an age of
anti-satellite weaponry, whether the destruction of a State’s vital
digital eco-system or the "blinding" of military communication
satellites constitutes a threat, and how one delimits the threshold
that would enliven the right of self-defence or retaliatory action.
The book argues that while technology has leapt ahead, the legal
framework has failed to adapt, rendering States unable to legally
defend themselves effectively. The book will be of great interest
and use to researchers and students of international law, the law
of armed conflict, Information Technology and the law, and
counter-terrorism.
IDisorder: Understanding Our Obsession with Technology and
Overcoming Its Hold on Us May 28 2022 An internationally
recognized research psychologist and computer educator
analyzes the stresses associated with today's perpetually
connected world, counseling readers on how to make positive
use of technology while avoiding related disorders. 40,000 first
printing.
NASA Tech Briefs Mar 02 2020
The Transparent Society Nov 02 2022 Argues that the privacy of
individuals actually hampers accountability, which is the
foundation of any civilized society and that openness is far more
liberating than secrecy

Shifting Gears Feb 10 2021 Shifting Gears is a richly illustrated
exploration of the American era of gear-and-girder technology.
From the 1890s to the 1920s machines and structures shaped by
this technology emerged in many forms, from automobiles and
harvesting machines to b
Technology for the United States Navy and Marine Corps, 20002035: Becoming a 21st-Century Force Jun 04 2020 The future
national security environment will present the naval forces with
operational challenges that can best be met through the
development of military capabilities that effectively leverage
rapidly advancing technologies in many areas. The panel
envisions a world where the naval forces will perform missions
in the future similar to those they have historically undertaken.
These missions will continue to include sea control, deterrence,
power projection, sea lift, and so on. The missions will be
accomplished through the use of platforms (ships, submarines,
aircraft, and spacecraft), weapons (guns, missiles, bombs,
torpedoes, and information), manpower, materiel, tactics, and
processes (acquisition, logistics,and so on.). Accordingly, the
Panel on Technology attempted to identify those technologies
that will be of greatest importance to the future operations of the
naval forces and to project trends in their development out to the
year 2035. The primary objective of the panel was to determine
which are the most critical technologies for the Department of
the Navy to pursue to ensure U.S. dominance in future naval
operations and to determine the future trends in these
technologies and their impact on Navy and Marine Corps
superiority. A vision of future naval operations ensued from this
effort. These technologies form the base from which products,
platforms, weapons, and capabilities are built. By combining
multiple technologies with their future attributes, new systems
and subsystems can be envisioned. Technology for the United

States Navy and Marine Corps, 2000-2035 Becoming a 21stCentury Force:Volume 2: Technology indentifies those
technologies that are unique to the naval forces and whose
development the Department of the Navy clearly must fund, as
well as commercially dominated technologies that the panel
believes the Navy and Marine Corps must learn to adapt as
quickly as possible to naval applications. Since the development
of many of the critical technologies is becoming global in
nature, some consideration is given to foreign capabilities and
trends as a way to assess potential adversaries' capabilities.
Finally, the panel assessed the current state of the science and
technology (S&T) establishment and processes within the
Department of the Navy and makes recommendations that
would improve the efficiency and effectiveness of this vital area.
The panel's findings and recommendations are presented in this
report.
Harnessing the genie : science and technology forecasting for
the Air Force 1944-1986 Jul 26 2019 This monograph on the
forecasting of long-range Air Force science began as an attempt
to describe the five major scientific studies undertaken by the
U.S. Army Air Force (USAAF)/U.S. Air Force (USAF) since
the end of World War II. 'Toward New Horizons' was initiated
to summarize the most advanced air power technologies of
World War II and project them into the future. 'Woods Hole
Summer Studies' organized hundreds of academic scientists to
predict the short and long-term military uses of space. 'Project
Forecast' had the mandate of revitalizing Air Force thinking by
linking national policy issues of scientific vistas and new
weapon systems. 'New Horizons II' endeavored to point the way
toward technological improvements in a period of expected
scarcity. 'Project Forecast II' sought to infuse the Air Force
laboratories with new avenues of basic science research.

Lean, Agile and Six Sigma Information Technology
Management Jun 24 2019 In the face of growing customer
expectations, turbulent economic conditions and increasing IT
complexity, ideal execution of IT strategies have never been
more important and challenging. This book is about methods of
delivering the most value at the lowest cost. It offers a collection
of business and technical problem solving techniques to solve
many of the recurring IT problems in your firm. If you are
looking to transform your IT organization into a lean, high
velocity, high quality and high precision machine that can
deliver amazing results with less, this book is for you. Simply
apply the Lean, Agile and Six Sigma methods outlined in this
book and see the remarkable improvements in customer
satisfaction and return on your IT investments. The lessons in
this book are for the entire management team, for those who
want to achieve perfection with IT, for the senior executive, the
IT strategist and the practitioners alike.
Technology Policy Task Force Interim Report Feb 22 2022
STAR 21 Aug 31 2022 Dramatic political and economic
changes throughout the world, coupled with rapid advances in
technology, pose an important question for the U.S. Army: What
technologies are best suited to defending U.S. interests against
tomorrow's military threats? STAR 21 provides an expert
analysis of how the Army can prepare itself for the battlefield of
the futureâ€"where soldiers will wear "smart" helmets and
combat chemical warfare with vaccines produced in days to
counter new threats. This book summarizes emerging
developments in robotics, "brillant" munitions, medical support,
laser sensors, biotechnolgy, novel materials, and other key areas.
Taking into account reliability, deployability, and other values
that all military systems will need, the volume identifies new
systems and emerging technologies that offer the greatest payoff

for the Army. The volume addresses a host of important military
issues, including the importance of mobile, rapidly deployable
forces, the changing role of the helicopter, and how commercial
technology may help the Army stay ahead of potential
opponents. Alternative Selection, Doubleday's Military Book
Club
Evaluation of U.S. Air Force Preacquisition Technology
Development Jun 28 2022 From the days of biplanes and open
cockpits, the air forces of the United States have relied on the
mastery of technology. From design to operation, a project can
stretch to 20 years and more, with continuous increases in cost.
Much of the delay and cost growth afflicting modern United
States Air Force (USAF) programs is rooted in the incorporation
of advanced technology into major systems acquisition. Leaders
in the Air Force responsible for science and technology and
acquisition are trying to determine the optimal way to utilize
existing policies, processes, and resources to properly document
and execute pre-program of record technology development
efforts, including opportunities to facilitate the rapid acquisition
of revolutionary capabilities and the more deliberate acquisition
of evolutionary capabilities. Evaluation of U.S. Air Force
Preacquisition Technology Development responds to this need
with an examination of the current state of Air Force technology
development and the environment in which technology is
acquired. The book considers best practices from both
government and industry to distill appropriate recommendations
that can be implemented within the USAF.
Technology and the Air Force May 04 2020 Proceedings of a
symposium co-sponsored by the Air Force Historical Foundation
and the Air Force History and Museums Program. The
symposium covered relevant Air Force technologies ranging
from the turbo-jet revolution of the 1930s to the stealth

revolution of the 1990s. Illustrations.
Technology and the Air Force: A Retrospective Assessment Apr
02 2020
Challenging the Phenomena of Technology Oct 28 2019 What is
'technology'? What does it help us to do? What does it force us
to consider about our experience of being in the world? In
Challenging the Phenomena of Technology, technology is
positioned as an experience with specific features, rather than as
a class of objects, and this enables a reflection on the ways in
which amateurs and experts interact with the artefacts that all
humans rely upon. Using e-readers, such as the Kindle and iPad,
as a case study, Hayler argues that the use of technology is both
more complicated and more human than public discussion often
gives it credit for, forcing us to consider its impacts on
perception, cognition, and what it means to know anything at all.
Examination of the U.S. Air Force's Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Workforce Needs in the
Future and Its Strategy to Meet Those Needs Apr 26 2022 The
Air Force requires technical skills and expertise across the entire
range of activities and processes associated with the
development, fielding, and employment of air, space, and cyber
operational capabilities. The growing complexity of both
traditional and emerging missions is placing new demands on
education, training, career development, system acquisition,
platform sustainment, and development of operational systems.
While in the past the Air Force's technologically intensive
mission has been highly attractive to individuals educated in
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
disciplines, force reductions, ongoing military operations, and
budget pressures are creating new challenges for attracting and
managing personnel with the needed technical skills.
Assessments of recent development and acquisition process

failures have identified a loss of technical competence within the
Air Force (that is, in house or organic competence, as opposed to
contractor support) as an underlying problem. These challenges
come at a time of increased competition for technical graduates
who are U.S. citizens, an aging industry and government
workforce, and consolidations of the industrial base that
supports military systems. In response to a request from the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Science,
Technology, and Engineering, the National Research Council
conducted five fact-finding meetings at which senior Air Force
commanders in the science and engineering, acquisition, test,
operations, and logistics domains provided assessments of the
adequacy of the current workforce in terms of quality and
quantity.
Failed states and casualty phobia implications for force
structure and technology choices Jan 12 2021 The emergence
of failed states as the principal source of international political
instability and the appearance of mounting casualty phobia
among U.S. political and military elites have significant force
structure and technology implications. Overseas, intra-state and
often irregular warfare is displacing large-scale inter-state
conventional combat. At home, there has arisen a new
generation of political and military leadership that displays an
unprecedented timidity in using force. Yet the Pentagon
continues to prepare to refight the Korean and Gulf Wars
simultaneously, no less and to invest heavily in force structures
whose commitment to combat would invite politically
unacceptable casualties. The air war over Serbia should be a
warning to U.S. force planners: In contingencies not involving
direct threats to manifestly vital U.S. interests the post-Cold War
norm, elevation of force protection to equal or greater
importance than mission accomplishment mandates primary,

even exclusive reliance on air power. It further mandates
expanded investment in stand-off precision-strike munitions and
other technologies providing greater range and accuracy. The
Army's combat arms were more or less irrelevant to the war
against Serbia because of that service's comparative strategic
immobility, and because a casualty-phobic White House and
Pentagon leadership had already decided to withhold U.S.
ground combat forces from exposure to combat. Yet the war
against a tiny, isolated, third-rate military power consumed
almost one half the Air Force's deployable combat assets. The
defense budget debate of recent years has predictably focused on
the scope and wisdom of the post-Cold War cuts in overall
defense spending.
Ebbing Opportunity: Australia and the US National
Technology and Industrial Base Mar 14 2021 The United
States’ National Technology and Industrial Base (NTIB) is a
congressionally-mandated policy framework that is intended to
foster a defence free-trade area among the defence-related
research and development sectors of the United States, Canada,
Australia and the United Kingdom. To date, however, the NTIB
has only managed to facilitate limited bilateral cooperation
between some members, falling well short of its goal. The US
defence export control regime is one of the biggest barriers to
NTIB integration. Specifically, bureaucratic fragmentation, its
failure to treat trusted allies differently from other partners and
its leaders’ reluctance to attempt politically costly reform are
significant barriers to progress. Canberra’s ability to maintain its
own competitive military advantage and to serve as an effective
ally of the United States in the Indo-Pacific is threatened by real
and growing opportunity costs in an age of rapid strategic and
technological change that Australia and Australian industry face
as a result of slow NTIB implementation. Australian leaders

should elevate NTIB progress to the political level and
accelerate efforts to make a strategic case in Washington as to
why extensive and ambitious implementation of NTIB’s original
vision is urgently needed.
Irresistible Mar 26 2022 “Irresistible is a fascinating and much
needed exploration of one of the most troubling phenomena of
modern times.” —Malcolm Gladwell, author of New York
Times bestsellers David and Goliath and Outliers “One of the
most mesmerizing and important books I’ve read in quite some
time. Alter brilliantly illuminates the new obsessions that are
controlling our lives and offers the tools we need to rescue our
businesses, our families, and our sanity.” —Adam Grant, New
York Times bestselling author of Originals and Give and Take
Welcome to the age of behavioral addiction—an age in which
half of the American population is addicted to at least one
behavior. We obsess over our emails, Instagram likes, and
Facebook feeds; we binge on TV episodes and YouTube videos;
we work longer hours each year; and we spend an average of
three hours each day using our smartphones. Half of us would
rather suffer a broken bone than a broken phone, and Millennial
kids spend so much time in front of screens that they struggle to
interact with real, live humans. In this revolutionary book, Adam
Alter, a professor of psychology and marketing at NYU, tracks
the rise of behavioral addiction, and explains why so many of
today's products are irresistible. Though these miraculous
products melt the miles that separate people across the globe,
their extraordinary and sometimes damaging magnetism is no
accident. The companies that design these products tweak them
over time until they become almost impossible to resist. By
reverse engineering behavioral addiction, Alter explains how we
can harness addictive products for the good—to improve how
we communicate with each other, spend and save our money,

and set boundaries between work and play—and how we can
mitigate their most damaging effects on our well-being, and the
health and happiness of our children. Adam Alter's previous
book, Drunk Tank Pink: And Other Unexpected Forces that
Shape How We Think, Feel, and Behave is available in
paperback from Penguin.
Face Recognition Technology Aug 07 2020 This book examines
how face recognition technology is affecting privacy and
confidentiality in an era of enhanced surveillance. Further, it
offers a new approach to the complex issues of privacy and
confidentiality, by drawing on Joseph K in Kafka’s disturbing
novel The Trial, and on Isaiah Berlin’s notion of liberty and
freedom. Taking into consideration rights and wrongs,
protection from harm associated with compulsory visibility, and
the need for effective data protection law, the author promotes
ethical practices by reinterpreting privacy as a property right. To
protect this right, the author advocates the licensing of personal
identifiable images where appropriate. The book reviews
American, UK and European case law concerning privacy and
confidentiality, the effect each case has had on the developing
jurisprudence, and the ethical issues involved. As such, it offers
a valuable resource for students of ethico-legal fields,
professionals specialising in image rights law, policy-makers,
and liberty advocates and activists.
Information Technology and the U.S. Workforce Jan 30 2020
Recent years have yielded significant advances in computing
and communication technologies, with profound impacts on
society. Technology is transforming the way we work, play, and
interact with others. From these technological capabilities, new
industries, organizational forms, and business models are
emerging. Technological advances can create enormous
economic and other benefits, but can also lead to significant

changes for workers. IT and automation can change the way
work is conducted, by augmenting or replacing workers in
specific tasks. This can shift the demand for some types of
human labor, eliminating some jobs and creating new ones.
Information Technology and the U.S. Workforce explores the
interactions between technological, economic, and societal
trends and identifies possible near-term developments for work.
This report emphasizes the need to understand and track these
trends and develop strategies to inform, prepare for, and respond
to changes in the labor market. It offers evaluations of what is
known, notes open questions to be addressed, and identifies
promising research pathways moving forward.
Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on the
Technology Capabilities of Non-DoD Providers Jul 18 2021
The Kill Chain May 16 2021 From a former senior advisor to
Senator John McCain comes an urgent wake-up call about how
new technologies are threatening America's military might. For
generations of Americans, our country has been the world's
dominant military power. How the US military fights, and the
systems and weapons that it fights with, have been uncontested.
That old reality, however, is rapidly deteriorating. America's
traditional sources of power are eroding amid the emergence of
new technologies and the growing military threat posed by rivals
such as China. America is at grave risk of losing a future war.
As Christian Brose reveals in this urgent wake-up call, the future
will be defined by artificial intelligence, autonomous systems,
and other emerging technologies that are revolutionizing global
industries and are now poised to overturn the model of
American defense. This fascinating, if disturbing, book
confronts the existential risks on the horizon, charting a way for
America's military to adapt and succeed with new thinking as
well as new technology. America must build a battle network of

systems that enables people to rapidly understand threats, make
decisions, and take military actions, the process known as "the
kill chain." Examining threats from China, Russia, and
elsewhere, The Kill Chain offers hope and, ultimately, insights
on how America can apply advanced technologies to prevent
war, deter aggression, and maintain peace.
Technology Policy Task Force Hearing Summary Jul 06 2020
Race After Technology Nov 29 2019 From everyday apps to
complex algorithms, Ruha Benjamin cuts through tech-industry
hype to understand how emerging technologies can reinforce
White supremacy and deepen social inequity. Benjamin argues
that automation, far from being a sinister story of racist
programmers scheming on the dark web, has the potential to
hide, speed up, and deepen discrimination while appearing
neutral and even benevolent when compared to the racism of a
previous era. Presenting the concept of the “New Jim Code,” she
shows how a range of discriminatory designs encode inequity by
explicitly amplifying racial hierarchies; by ignoring but thereby
replicating social divisions; or by aiming to fix racial bias but
ultimately doing quite the opposite. Moreover, she makes a
compelling case for race itself as a kind of technology, designed
to stratify and sanctify social injustice in the architecture of
everyday life. This illuminating guide provides conceptual tools
for decoding tech promises with sociologically informed
skepticism. In doing so, it challenges us to question not only the
technologies we are sold but also the ones we ourselves
manufacture. Visit the book's free Discussion Guide here.
Handbook of Scholarly Publications from the Air Force Institute
of Technology (AFIT), Volume 1, 2000-2020 Oct 21 2021 This
handbook represents a collection of previously published
technical journal articles of the highest caliber originating from
the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT). The collection

will help promote and affirm the leading-edge technical
publications that have emanated from AFIT, for the first time
presented as a cohesive collection. In its over 100 years of
existence, AFIT has produced the best technical minds for
national defense and has contributed to the advancement of
science and technology through technology transfer throughout
the nation. This handbook fills the need to share the outputs of
AFIT that can guide further advancement of technical areas that
include cutting-edge technologies such as blockchain, machine
learning, additive manufacturing, 5G technology, navigational
tools, advanced materials, energy efficiency, predictive
maintenance, the internet of things, data analytics, systems of
systems, modeling & simulation, aerospace product
development, virtual reality, resource optimization, and
operations management. There is a limitless vector to how
AFIT’s technical contributions can impact the society.
Handbook of Scholarly Publications from the Air Force Institute
of Technology (AFIT), Volume 1, 2000-2020, is a great
reference for students, teachers, researchers, consultants, and
practitioners in broad spheres of engineering, business, industry,
academia, the military, and government.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution Jun 16 2021 World-renowned
economist Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman of
the World Economic Forum, explains that we have an
opportunity to shape the fourth industrial revolution, which will
fundamentally alter how we live and work. Schwab argues that
this revolution is different in scale, scope and complexity from
any that have come before. Characterized by a range of new
technologies that are fusing the physical, digital and biological
worlds, the developments are affecting all disciplines,
economies, industries and governments, and even challenging
ideas about what it means to be human. Artificial intelligence is

already all around us, from supercomputers, drones and virtual
assistants to 3D printing, DNA sequencing, smart thermostats,
wearable sensors and microchips smaller than a grain of sand.
But this is just the beginning: nanomaterials 200 times stronger
than steel and a million times thinner than a strand of hair and
the first transplant of a 3D printed liver are already in
development. Imagine “smart factories” in which global systems
of manufacturing are coordinated virtually, or implantable
mobile phones made of biosynthetic materials. The fourth
industrial revolution, says Schwab, is more significant, and its
ramifications more profound, than in any prior period of human
history. He outlines the key technologies driving this revolution
and discusses the major impacts expected on government,
business, civil society and individuals. Schwab also offers bold
ideas on how to harness these changes and shape a better
future—one in which technology empowers people rather than
replaces them; progress serves society rather than disrupts it; and
in which innovators respect moral and ethical boundaries rather
than cross them. We all have the opportunity to contribute to
developing new frameworks that advance progress.
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